GPS OBSERVATIONS UTILIZING VT CORS. DISTANCES SHOWN ARE GROUND DISTANCES.
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STONE HOAG, BURLINGTON, OWNER,
JOSEPH PARK, VERMONT

PLAT 4

Drawing Number

Certification

47.49' N 12°53'28" E

T-BAR FOUND 0.6' ABOVE GRADE

MAP REFERENCES

Map References

ALL PLANS BELOW ARE RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS
1. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
2. SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
3. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
4. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.

SOUTH BURLINGTON MUNICIPAL AUTHORITY
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3. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
4. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
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2. SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
3. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
4. A SURVEY DATE FORMER TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC TO PROPERTY OF DOUGLAS AND KATHERINE BOYDEN "DOUGLAS 2015" SURVEY RECORDED AT THE CITY OF BURLINGTON LAND RECORDS. CLAYTON L. HARRISON, SR., LAND SURVEYOR AND RECORDS OFFICER.
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